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SUBJECT: ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LAKE VICTORIA FISHERIES DATABASE
- RTF CORRECTED REPORT
We are pleased to submit to you for information, action and distribution to the
relevant institutions, the final version of the adopted report of the Regional Task
Force on Fisheries Database. The editorial team met as you had directed from 15'"-
18
t
" January 2001, and worked on the report. The editorial team took note of all the
comments and criticisms raised during the consultative meeting to review and adopt
the report on Fisheries Database held in Nairobi on 24'h August 2000.
The report has experienced some delays and this is regrettable as this activity should
have been at an advanced stage of implementation by now. In view of this, I would
like to take this opportunity to highlight the implementation plan as proposed in our
report. The Plan proposes the establishment of a Regional Steering Team for the
Fisheries Database. This team will comprise heads of implementing institutions (i.e.
Directors/Commissioner of Fisheries management and Research institutes) in the
three countries, heads of lVEMP, lVFO and EU-lVFRP Secretariats (see enclosed).
This team will be responsible for procuring the consultant, managing the process of
database establishment, providing direction, elaborating TORs for the consultant,
and resolving issues of policy such as ownership, sharing and access to
information/data.
Since this editorial exercise is expected to be the final task of the Regional Task
Force on Fisheries Database, I wish, on behalf of the RTF members, to express our
gratitude to the Executive Secretaries of l VEMP and the heads of Fisheries
Institutions in the th'reestates. It has been a privilege and an honour to be involved
in such an important task on behalf of the three countries. It is our humble hope that
this report will be found useful in the establishment of the lake Victoria Fisheries
Database.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. John S. 8alirwa
Chairman .
Regional Task Force on Fisheries Database
, .
,
".11. '" II. Ii • .- - ". -,-
'-
cc. Prof. JB OJiaml>o
National Executive Secretary - Kenya
Dr. F.L. Orach-Mesa
























The Regional Task Force (RTF) on Fisheries Database was established by the
Lake VictOriaEnvironmental Management Project (LVEMP) during a Stakeholders'
meeting in Kisumu, Kenya in August 1999. The aim of the Task Force was to
develop a mechanism that would facilitate timely acquisition and exchange of
information on Lake Victoria fisheries, and create a central point from which this
information can be obtained.
Lake Victoria is a shared resource of national, regional and global importance In
numerous ways. Although the riparian communities are keen to increase their
benefits from the lake while sustaining the ecosystem from which the benefits
arise, t~e region has limited capacity to generate, acquire, store, retrieve.
I
dissemin'ate and exchange vital information. For example, riparian institutions lack
essential reading materials, have no access to modern Information Technology
facilities, and the lake stakeholders cannot efficiently access information of
relevance to their needs.
I
It is ex~ected that the RTF report will guide the development of regionally,
harmonized fisheries and related databases with networking capabilities. It is also
hoped that systems for data acquisition and processing will be established from
linkages at institutional, national, regional and international levels. The report of the
RTF commissioned to make proposals on establishing a fisheries database for
Lake Victoria is one of the practical steps undertaken by the LVEMP.
I
Following the stakeholders' workshop in Dece'mb'er1999 in which the RTF report
was presented. the report was later adopted at a meeting of Directors and
CommisSioner of Fisheries'and'Fisheries Research' Institutes from Kenya,






The Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) funded by the
GEF, World Bank and the three East African Partner States (Kenya, Tanzania
and Uganda) established a Regional Task Force (RTF) on Lake Victoria fisheries
in September 1999. The Task Force was charged with the responsibility of
identifying and elaborating methodologies for setting up a Lake Victoria Fisheries
Database. The Task Force comprised of individuals drawn from key fisheries
agencies in the region and information specialists from the LVEMP National
Secretariats in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.
A database may be defined as an organised collection of records, data and any
information on a particular discipline. Creating a database involves identifying
and categorising data types. These can be made up of data sets, which in turn
are built up from data elements. Standardisation of data collection formats and
structures as well as identifying user needs, hardware and software requirements
are among the steps that contribute to the construction of a database. For an
elaborate database such as the one to be designed for the Lake Victoria
fisheries, programming ahd pre-testing are among the ultimate steps in the
process.
Over a period of 30 working days between September and December 1999, the
RTF in conjunction with working groups in each of the three countries held
consultations with diverse stakeholders regarding their perceptions, present
activities, their needs and expectations from a Fisheries Database on Lake
Victoria. The need for Information Technology to cope with stakeholder demands
were noted. However, it was also recognised that current needs for information
are hindered by lack of access to information, some of which may be in archives,
libraries, universities abroad or in places about which immediate users have no
access to information. This introduces the need for a metadata which describes
major sources of data held in different places.
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There are diverse interests in information on lake Victoria ranging from
educational/ethno-eentric through scientific/conservation to direct socio-
economics of the information. The RTF identified the following eleven broad
categories of information Capture Fisheries, Aquaculture, Post-harvest fisheries,
Environment (limnology), Weiland Fisheries, Biological/Ecological research,
Socio-economics, Riverine Fisheries, Bibliographies, Directories and Museum
Records.
The assignment involved the evaluation of the current status of data resources,
facilities and personnel of relevance to lake Victoria fisheries in the region. It
was recognised that fishery related information is still far too scattered in various
forms. This requires that efforts be made to collect, compile and distribute
relevant information in a more efficient manner. However, it was noted that most
implementing institutions were poorly equipped in terms of information
technology.
Various resources were identified as essential in database construction. These
need to be matched with requirements at various stages of data management,
ranging from data capture through processing, tracking and dissemination. The
RTF recommends that the implementing institutions procure needed hardware,
software and services to realise a credible database/information system for the
lake.
The RTF noted that there are no clear data and information sharing policies or
guidelines among the implementing institutions. It is essential that the principal
players involved in Fisheries Database agree on modalities for accessing data by
stakeholders.
It was also noted that there is shortage of qualified personnel ih database design
in the implementing institutions. The development of the databases could
therefore be commissioned through an agreed consultancy that would closely
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war\<with stakeholder representatives. The RTF was of the view that one year
would be sufficient to implement an agreed Action Plan.
The RTF organized a regional stakeholder workshop from 8th - 9th February,
2000 to solicit comments, cnticlsms and any other views to be incorporated in
this report. Over forty workshop participants consisting of Heads of Fishenes
Management and Fisheries Research institutions, Heads of the LVEMP and
LVFRP, Component Leaders of the LVEMP and LVFRP and the LVFO
Secretariat attended the workshop The RTF presented the report to a plenary
and this was followed by group discussions and recommendations. The
workshop participants agreed with the contents of the report apart from a few
areas that required user expertise such as core databases and data elements.
Their comments and recommendations were incorporated in this report on 10th
February, 2000. In addition, a workshop proceedings document was prepared by
the RTF. This brought the assignment given to the RTF to a successful end on
11th February, 2000, when the report was handed over to the Regional
Executive Secretary of the LVEMP. This Report consists of the following
sections:
• status of data resources, facilities and personnel in the implementing
institutions;
• tools required for setting up of Lake Victoria Fisheries Database;
• system for tracking existing databases on LakeVictoria Fisheries;
• databases and core data elements;
• data collection formats, reporting of findings, terminology and procedures;
• modalities of data and information sharing among various institutions
within the Lake Victoria basin;
• mechanism and time frame for regular updating of the databases;




















The Regional Task Force would not have been able, on their own, to gather the
information and prepare this Report Support and encouragement were received
from various stakeholders. The RTF extends its sincere gratitude to all who
facilitated this work. Special mention, however, is made of the following: the
Regional Executive Secretary of the LVEMP, Mr. C. Nyirabu, the National
Executive Secretary of the LVEMP Uganda, Dr. F. L. Orach-Meza and the
National Executive Secretary of the LVEMP Kenya, Prof.J. B. Ojiambo for their
support to the RTF.
The Task Force would also like to express their appreciation to the Directors of
Research Institutes of TAFIRI, FIRRI and KMFRI for availing required personnel
to co-ordinate the activities of the RTF nationally and regionally. Special thanks
also go to the Commissioner for Fisheries Resources Department, Uganda; the
Directors of Fisheries Department/Division, Kenya and Tanzania; and the
Executive Secretary, LVFO for their support.
Appreciation is also extended to all those who volunteered information and also







































Equipment Involved In the function of a computer
(components that can be physically handled)
Hewlett Packard
Hypertext Markup Language
Information and Database Officer
International Center of Living Aquatic Resources
Management
I seek you (An Internet based communication application)
International Development Association
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
An interconnected web of wide area networks with the ability
to link thousands of computers and at least 30 million users
worldWide
International Standards of Book Numbering
Internet Service Provider
Information Technology
International Union for Conservation of Nature. (The World
Conservation Union)
Kenya Oceanographic Data Center
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute
Kilo-volts-ampere
Local Area Network
A printer based on the technology used by photocopiers.
Lake Basin Development Authority
Limnological Data Working Group
Letter Quality (in printers to specify the quality of printing)
Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project
Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization
Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project
Electronic circuit that functions as the central processing unit
of a computer providing computational control
Management Information Systems Officer
MOdulator/DEModulator (Device, which allows a PC to be
able to communicate and exchange information with another
MODEM-equipped computer via a telephone line).
Device on which images generated by the computer's video
adapter are displayed
Use of sounds and graphics. Multimedia PC comes with a
sound card, speakers or head phones, CD-ROM drive (to
store sound and images) and will have enough memory and
disk space for sound and image files
National Environmental Management Authority




The aim of an'information system for Lake Victoria is to provide adequate and timely
information and improve on its accessibility for the overall sustainable benefits from
the lake. The beneficiaries range from the local communities, fisher-folk, and fishery
managers to scientists and group interests in wetlands, bio-diversity and other
scientific global concerns. The LVEMP therefore conceived the idea of developing a
Fisheries Database on Lake Victoria with financial support of GEF (23%) and IDA
(67%) and the three Governments (~O%) totaling US$ 858,000 to support the
Information and Database Sub-components that would spearhead this initiative.
Initial actions to develop a Fisheries Database have been slow considering that the
LVEMP will last five years beginning 1997. For a shared resource like Lake Victoria,
national efforts could not address the need of all stakeholders. The urgency of
developing a Lake Victoria Fisheries Database cannot be over-emphasized.
Therefore, it is hoped that recommendations by the LVEMP-Regional Task Force
established in August 1999 will kick-start the process of development of the required
database. Members of the Regional Task Force were drawn from The Fisheries
Research Institutes and Fisheries Management Agencies in the three countries. All
the three Management Information Systems Officers of the National Secretariats in
the three countries were part of the Task Force, in addition to the Information and
Database Officer of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization, a representative of the
Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project, co-opted members of National Working
Groups drawn from the Implementing agencies. The full composition of the Regional
Task Force on the Fisheries Database is given in Appendix I.
The Terms of Reference (Appendix II) were addressed over 30 working days
between September 1999 and January 2000. Activities included in-country
consultations in key agencies in the fisheries sectors of the three countries. Findings
from these consultations form the basis of country positions harmonized in four
regional meetings.
The steady accumulation of information on Lake Victoria has not been matched with
equivalent effort to harness it for management. Moreover, this information is
scattered everywhere in East Africa and abroad either in journals,
conference/workshop reports, theses, dissertations, grey literature, etc, and even in
unrecorded form as in traditional knowledge. In addition, there are at present few
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establIshed mechanisms for acquIsition and application of previous and new
information from LVEMP activities. If this information is to benefit the management of
the lake and its basin, efforts from national to regional levels have to be made 10
establish a relevant Fisheries Dalabase and a clear one-stop process to its accass.
Such a database also needs to incorporate international standards for description
and classification for countries and for projects (FAO, World Bank, ACP, ICLARM,
EU, etc). In addition, the database has to be developed with an appropriate
classification to meet the diverse needs among stakeholders: private sector, public
institutions, fisheriolk groups, NGOs, universities, research, environmental concerns,
commerce, exports, etc.
Because of diverse interests related to the Lake Victoria fisheries, the following data
sets will be key attributes to the Fisheries Database: Capture Fisheries,
Aquaculture, Post-harvest fisheries, Environment (limnology), Wetland
Flsherles,Blo/oglcal/Eco/oglcal research, Soc/o-economlcs, Riverine
Fisheries, Bibliographies, Directories and Museum Records. When developed,
the databases are to rely among others on an Internet-based platform for displaying
information in a searchable manner for all the identified data sets. This platform will
allow for on-line access of agreed data elements by the three countries.
There are several reasons for classifying the database according to the above-
mentioned data sets. For example a fish processor may need up-to-date data on
commodity prices, stock estimates and post harvest handling. These concerns can
appropriately be addressed without laboring into data elements under Aquaculture.
Questions regarding who is doing what and where can best be dealt with under
Directories, and related details under Bibliographies. Information can thus be
searchable by :data set and .within each of the identified data sets, by core data
elements e.g. by country, subject, landing, project, price, species, etc. There are
additional features such' as species pictures,. weed infestations, breeding seasons,
water quality patterns, etc. which will be part of the database.
There have been several. efforts in the past to address national fisheries information
needs. For example, in early 1990s, a frame-survey data input software (TANFIS)
was developed for Tanzania with FAO support. In Uganda the FAO established a
fisheries statistics program "LJG6STAT" which provides for frame sl:Jrvey and catch
3
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assessment data input Other related structures have been tned out for the Fisheries
Department Library in Uganda. The EU.LVFRP has been conducting some database
designs for stock assessment, limnology end SOClo-economICS.However, all these
have been uncoordinated efforts and it is likely that there are several other efforts,
which nevertheless may not have addressed other important data sets. For example,
deta elements such as the fish processing industry, exports, local consumption,
riverine fisheries, bibliographies on the lake, etc, are not part of what has been
considered in these efforts and yet all lhese have a direct bearing on the
sustainability of the Lake Victoria fisheries. The initial steps undertaken are
commendable and already, the EU-LVFRP and Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) have provided support in the areas of stock assessment, socio-
economics and legacy database development, FIRRI library collections among other
tasks; CIDA activities are to be extended to Kenya and Tanzania. It is expected that
support from these services will continue and will augment initiatives by the LVEMP.
A comprehensive Fisheries Database is thus considered to be essential as a basis




A Regional Task Force (RTF) on Fisheries Database was formed dunng a regional
harmonisation meeting attended by key persons involved with the im~lementation of
the LVEMP. The meeting held in Kisumu, Kenya from 9'h to 10' August 1999
nominated eleven individuals from the region to form the RTF (Appendix I). These
included:-
• Three Fisheries Research Officers/Scientists (one from each Research Institute)
• Three Fisheries Officers (one from each Fisheries Department/Division)
• Three Management Information Systems Officers (One from each LVEMP
National Secretanats)
• One Information and Database Officer of the LVFO Secretariat
• One EU-LVFRP representative
Terms of Reference (Appendix II) were drawn and given to the RTF during the same
meeting. The RTF held four meetings as follows:-
First Meeting of the RTF
The RTF was launched in Kisumu on 1.' September, 1999 which was followed by its
first meeting from 1.' to 3'd September 1999. A timetable for the RTF activities
(Appendix III) was drawn in that meeting and it was initially planned to have the
activities accomplished within 30 working days.
For the purpose of assessing the status of data resources, facilities and personnel in
the institutions implementing the Project, as well as other associated institutions, a
format for collection of this information was agreed upon (Appendices IV & V). The
questionnaire (Appendix V) was specifically designed for exploring the data sharing
policies in the key fishery and .other related institutions. For a better understanding of
the actual status of the resources in the implementing institutions strategic visits
were planned to some of the key institutions in each country within the lake basin.
These visits were fitted in the programs of the regional meetings of the Task Force.
Immediately after -the first meeting .of the RTF, National Working Groups .(NWG)
were formed in each country (Appendix VI). These were engaged in the collection of
information required by the RTF. The NWGs in each country consulted a number of
individuals in different Institutions (Appendix VII) for the input information upon which
the recommendations of the RTF have been based.
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Second Meeting of the RTF
The second meeting of the RTF was held in Mwanza, Tanzania from 11th to 13'"
October 1999 Reports produced using the form (Appendix IV) and the questionnaire
(Appendix V) agreed upon in the first meeting were presented and discussed in the
second meeting. .
Third Meeting of the RTF
The third meeting of the RTF held in Entebbe, Uganda from 22nd to 26th November
1999 discussed the information collected on data sharing policies currently in place
and made recommendations (Section 6). Country reports on key players and their
roles in database development were presented and discussed in the third meeting.
Data collection formats (Part II) and expanded core data sets/elements (Section 4)
were also analysed in that meeting. Reports by the MISOs .and I/O Officer on the
available facilities and personnel for management of Databases were discussed.
Demonstrations of some databases and communication applications were made.
These were:-
• FISHBASE; A comprehensive fish encyclopaedia by ICLARM
• SIPAM; An Information System for the Promotion of Aquaculture in the
Mediterranean Countries by the Institute on Marine Biology of Crete (IMBC)
• Prototype Meta Data for Lake Victoria by CIOA Interns
• Prototype Capture Fisheries Trawl Survey Databases for Lake Victoria by
IMBC/Riparian Fisheries Institutions
• Reference Manager - A bibliography/reference system developed in Berkley
California - USA
• CTD System for Water Quality Management, by CIDA Interns.
• ICQ; An Internet based communication application was demonstrated as a
useful tool in the sharing of information between people in various locations.
Planning for a Regional Stakeholders Workshop started during the third meeting,
and was finalised in the fourth meeting. The purpose of the Workshop was
essentially to put the RTF's report under the scrutiny of the users before production
of the final Report. An outline of the final report was drawn and the different parts of
it were distributed among the members of the RTF to work on them by country
during the third meeting.
Fourth Meeting of the Task Force
This meeting was held in Kisumu, Kenya from 13th to'15th December 1999 and at the
end of the meeting, the first draft of the Report was produced. It was during this




1. STATUS OF DATA RESOURCES, PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES IN THE
REGION
1.1 Introduction
This section examines the present status of data resources in the region, including
functional databases. It identifies key institutions that are presently playing a crucial
role in Information generation in the fisheries sector and the type of data holdings.
Library/Bibliographic facilities available in each country are also listed.
The RTF also made an assessment of the human capacity by institution and noted
the gaps in training. Data processing facilities were' examined and Information
Technology needs noted. The present status of hardware is presented and the
software for the purpose of standardization and compatibility between software
versions.
1.2 List of Identified Institutions with Fisheries DataResources
KENYA TANZANIA UGANDA
1. Fisheries Depertment 1. Fisheries Department, Dar. 1. Fisheries Resources
2. Kenya Marine Research Insl,tule es.Salaam and Mwenza Department
3. RECOSCIX 2 Tanzania Fisheries Research 2 Fisheries Resources
4. KENODC Instilute (TAFIRI) at three Research Institute (FIRRI)
5. Osienala (NGO) localions: Der, Mwanza and 3 Fisheries Training Inslituta
6. Maseno University Sota 4. Fish Processors
7. Lake Basin Development Authority 3. Nyegezl Freshwaler Fisheries 5. UFFCA
B. National Museums Kenya Training Institute 6. LVEMP Projects
g. University of Nairobi 4. Kunduchi Fisheries Training 7. EU.LVFRP Projects:
10. Kenyatla University Inst,tute - Dar es Salaam SEDAWOG (Socia-
11. Egerton University 5. Mbegani Fisheries Dev. econ9mics) LIDAWOG
12. UNEP Cenlre - Bagamoyo (Limnology) FIDAWOG
13 ACTS 6. Regional Off,ces, (Mwanza, (Fisheries)
14.IUCN Kagera, Mara) 6. Makerere University
15. LBOA 7. Uni'Jersity of Dar-es-Salaam 9 NEMA
8. NEMC - Dar-es-Salaam 10. Lake Victoria District
g. Capacity Building for Fisheries Offices
Environmental Management 11. Agricultural Secretariat of
(CBEM)-Mwanza BOU.






From data resources identified In the region, eleven databases referred to in the 2nd













Data in the listed institutions are generally kept on computer hard disks, floppy
diskettes, and in physical files (non-computerized). CD-ROM storage is becoming a
common feature of data storage with advancement of technology. Tanzania and
Kenya institutions are ahead of Uganda in utilising this facility. In Uganda it is only at
FIRRI that CD-ROMs are used to store data.
1.5 Data Identification
In addition to the direct Fisheries data available in the region, a summary grouping of
library resources were: Bibliographies, Books, Annual Reports, Statistical bulletins,
Text books, Journals and Published reprints/photocopies.
1.5.1 Kenya
In Kenya most data resources come from the Fisheries Department and KMFRI.
The Department has collected a variety of information and compiled reports (1963-
1998), some of them compiled on quarterly basis. The Departmental library hosts
books and unpublished papers and theses. The KMFRI has books, journals,
'magazines, reprints, thesis, dissertations and about 1000 bibliographies.
There are a number of NGO's playing a vital role in the fisheries sector: Some of
them use electronic data storage on hard disks and CD-ROM. Noted here are
projects like RECOSCIX and KENODC hosted by KMFRI. OSIENALA, an NGO
produces newslelters and reports on the fisheries industry.
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1.5.2 Tanzania
Tanzania reported having substantial numbers of subject-specific bibliographies on
a number of data sets but few bibliographies under the general ones. Most of the
general bibliographies are not yercomputerized. There are some Annual Reports on
Capture Fisheries and Aquaculture dating from the 1970s. Most of them carry
statistical data.
The TAFIRI office, Dar-es-Salaam holds reports covering information on post-
harvest, environment, wetlands and socio-economics. ASFA is also available in CO-
RaM.
The Dar-es-salaam and Mwanza stations of TAFIRI have several text books and
journals, several published papers, reprints and copies of publications and reports,
TAFIRI also produces Research Bulletins. .
The Fisheries Division has a database program, TANFIS, which is used for
processing of Frame and Catch Assessment Survey data. It was developed in 1990
by an FAa project. Catch statistics processed monthly are available at the head
office in Dar-es-Salaam.
1.5.3 Uganda
In Uganda, the Fisheries Resources Research Institute (FIRRI) has produced many
annual reports. The library has up to 60 journals, 10,000 books, 1 million reprints
and 200 FAa reports. In addition, there are a number of reports generated by
projects (LVFRP, LVEMP, etc) on limnology, socio-economics and stock
assessment.
The Uganda Fisheries Resources Department processes information on Frame
Survey and Catch Assessment on Capture Fisheries; Aquaculture and Socio-
economics. Annual reports have been produced for 1991, 1994, 1995. Reports for
1996, 1997 and 1998 are only in draft form. The Fisheries Resources Department
Library has many books, journals and pamphlets, reports, and bibliographies, data
collection forms, maps awaiting library re-organisation and listings. The Department
has documented reports on the Fisheries Statistical System and on the data
processing program, UGASTAT, developed in 1991 for a computerized Catch
... Assessment and Frame Survey. Frame Survey data on Lake Victoria was updated in
1990.
... Fish factories keep data on fish purchases and export levels only. Anumber of them
have accounts records orily. The NGOs in fisheries are young and still developing
system. Their records are not streamlined but a number of them have made efforts
to write some annual reports e.g UFFCA. At Makerere University some data on
Capture Fisheries is available in research papers.
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1.5.4 LVFO Secretariat
The Secretariat of Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization relies mainly on Fisheries
Division/Departments and Fisheries Research institutions in the three riparian
countries to generate its data/information.
For database management purposes and information dissemination, the Secretariat
assists riparian countries to:
(i) Establish common data standards on common databases and co-ordinates
data collection, analysis and dissemination of information for the lake region
at national and regional level
(ii) Build capacity at regional and national levels for scientists, resource
managers, librarians, documentalists, institutions, departments and other
stakeholders to establish a regional information network.
(iii) Publicise the LVFO activities among stakeholders, general public and the
international community.
1.6 Personnel Involved In Data Handling
Trained personnel are needed to man Database Management Systems and Libraries
as shown in the table below: (Data Users are the technical/professional cadres within
each Institution):





1. Database Management/Administration 1 0
2. Data Operation 0 1
3. Data Users 5 1
4. Library Management/Administration 0 1 .
5. Library Attendants 0 1
b.) Training Requirements
1. Database Management/Administration 1 0
2. Data Operations 0 1 '
3. Data Users 3 3
4. Library Management/Administration 0 1
5. Library Attendants 0 1
a.) Current Status
1. Database Management/Administration 0 2
2. Data Operation 0 2
3. Data Users . 43+
4. Library Management/Administration 2 3
5. Library Attendants 0 2
b.) Training Requirements
1. Database'M anagement/Administration' 0 2
2. Data Operations . 0 2












~. Library ManagemenUAllminlstralion 2 3
S. library AlleManls 0 2
FISHERIES 31 Current StatuI
RESOURCES DEPT. I. Dalabase ManagemenUAllministration 2 2
2 Data Operation 0 2
) Dala Users 50+ .
~. Library ManagemenUAllmlnistralion 0 2
S Library AlleManls 0 2
b.) Training Requirements 2 2
I. Database Management/Allministralion 0 2
2. Data Operations 3 47
.1 Data Users 0 2
4. Library Management/Allministration 0 2
S. Library AlleMants 0 2
FISHERIES " ) Current Status
TRAINING I. Databese Management/Administration 0 1
INSTITUTE 2. Data Operation 0 1
.1 Dala Users 5 .
~. Library Management/Administration 0 1
S. Library Altenllants 0 1
b.) Training Requirements
I. Detabase Management/Administration 0 1
2. Data Operations 0 1
J. Data Users 0 5
4. Library Management/Administration 0 1
S. Library Allenllants 0 1
TANZANIA n.) Current Status
I. Database Management/Administration 0 4
TAFIRI 2. Data Operation 3 12
J Data Users 30+ -
4. Library Management/Administration 3 1
S. Library Attendants 2 6
b.) Training Requirements
I. Database Management/Administration 1 3
2. Data Operations 3 12
J. Data Users 0 30+
4. Library Management/Administration 1 3
S . Library Altendants 2 6
..
FISHERIES a). Current Status
TRAINING 1. Database Management/Administration 0 2
INSTITUTE 2. Data Operation 0 2
J. Data Users 50+ -
4. Library Management/Allministration 0 1
5. Library Attendants 0 2
b.) Training Requirements
1. Data base.Management/ Allmi nistration 0 2
2. Data Operations 0 2
J. Data Users 0 50+
4. Library Management/Administration 0 1
11
u
S Library Allendants 0 2
FISHERIES 3.) Current Slatul
DIVISION I. Oataba~e Management/Adminlstrallon 3 22. Data Operation 3 5
.1. Data Users 50+ .
~. Library Management/Administration 0 2
S Library Allendan!s 0 1
b ) Training Requiraments
I. Oalabase Management/Administration 3 52. Oala Operations 2 1
J Data Users 0 50+
~. Library Management/Administration 0 2
S. Library Allendants 0 1
KENYA
KMFRI ii, ) Current Status
I. Dalabase Management/Admlnistrallon 4 42. Dala Operation 3 4
J. Data Users 30+ .
~. Library Management/Administralion 3 1
S. Library Allendants 5 1
b.) Training Requirements
I. Database ManagemenllAdmlnistralion 1 32. Data Operations 1 2
J. Data Users 0 30
~. Library Management/Administration 1 2
5. Library Allendants 0 5
FISHERIES <I.) Current Status
DEPT. I. Database Management/Administration 0 22. Data Operation 0 2
J. Data Users 50+ .
4. Library Management/Administration 0 15. Library Allendan!s 0 2
b.) Training Requirements
I. Database ManagemenliAdministration 0 22. Data Operations 0 2
3. Data Users 0 50+
4. Library Management/Administration 0 1
Library Attendants 0 2
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heF T' A 'I bl 'I 7 ael Illes 'vall a e ID cae ounlrv
Hardware Software Otber facilitirs
Countrv Avaihlblc Reuuired Win951')8 MSOffice Conier [-mail Internel Binder Audio ,isual Pbone Scanner
TANZANIA
TAFIRI, Mwanza 3 10 ,j ,j ,j " " " ..j "TAFIRI, Dar I 14 ,j ,j " " " " " "TAFIRI, Sota .' I 5 " "Fisheries Headqnarters . 'II 3 ,j ,j " " " ..j " " "N)'egezi FTI "Mbegani FTI 8 10 ,j " ..j ..j "Kunduchi ITI I . ,j ,j " " "Regional Mwanza I 3 ,j " ".:._ Regional Kagera I 3 " " ..j "Regional Mara I 3 " ..jUGANDA
,
Fisheries Res. Dept 3 I ,j " " " " "Fisheries Training lost. I "FIRRI (NARO) II 5 ,j ,j " " " " "Makerere University ]() 4 ,j ,j ,j " " ,j "Fish Processors 2 ,j ,j " " "FIRRI (LYFRP) 4 ,j " " " " " " "FIRRI (LVEMP) 7 " " "KENYA
Fisheries Dept 4 6 ,j " " "KMFRI, Kisumu 7 4 ,j " " " " " " ". KMFRI, RECOSIX 6 ,j " " ..j ..j ..j " " "Ken)'a MuseUli] 2 2 ,j " " " ..j " " "KMFRI, KENODC 4 ,j ,j ,j ,j ,j " " ,jLVFO Secretariat 10 2 ,j ,j " " ..j " ,j
KEY: ,j = item available
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1.8 Other Software Facilities Available In the Riparian Countries
Database Other Software Applications
Manaoement
Foxpro Paaemaker MS Word
Cliooer FISAT Wordoerfect
Renex ArcView Pascear
MS Access Eudora Ledaer Wor1<s
Dbase III/IV MS Oullook SPSS/SAS/GENSTA T
IDRISSI ECOPATH
Ica Internel Explorer/ Nelscaoe
MS Excel Pholosho o/P hotad eluxe
CDSIISIS Corel Draw
MS Powerpoint Fishbase
Norton/MacfeefThurder Anti virus Adobe Acrobat
1.9 Proposed Strategies
The RTF made the following observations on the existing data/information situation
in each country's resources.
1.9.1 Kenya
/)a/a !<esource.\'
Data flow from the field is slow and is often inaccurate. The information that filters
from the field needs to be captured in a computer database.
Personnel
Two officers were trained in database development in Greece, but may need further
training in database management and administration. There is still lack of database
operators.
Facili/ies
There is an overdue need for computers. LVEMP has promised to procure some, but
in the long run appropriate software is needed to accommodate modern approaches
to data access and communication. In view of the fact that data will be collected from
the field, some laptops need to .be purchased for this'particular use.
1.9.2 Tanzania
Data Resources
A lot of data is currently generated at the source, both for Management and
Research purposes. There is need to properly manage this data and document it so
that it can be made available to the users.
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PcrsOllllt'l
There is a shortage of trained personnel In data collection, processing and
management in all implementing Institutions. There is need to increase the number
and provide addilional training. .
Facilities
All implementing institutions i.e. Fisheries Management and Fisheries Research
Institutions have few facilities on the ground. However, some do not need the
required standards proposed for selling up the National/Regional databases. There
is need for the provision of additional facilities as recommended.
Both institutions have library holdings which are not properly arranged and




In general, there is lack of personnel trained in database operations. Presently data
is not steadily flowing from the field. Available data requires to be urgently input into
the computer database for effective management and efficiency. The statistical
system proposed in 1990 but which has lacked data, needs to be refined or replaced
with a modern one to respond to changes on the ground. At the FIRRI, scientists
need to be assisted in organising and analyzing their own individual data sets.
Pe/'.\'Ollllcl
There are no adequate personnel in the database management. None in the
departmental library. The FIRRI needs to build capacity in database use, library,
information systems and networks.
There is, therefore, an urgent need to recruit/acquire and train higher and low level
managers in data managerial disciplines (e.g. database management and
information disseminationl marketing).
Facili/ies
The Fisheries Resources Department has received five computers from LVEMP.
Additional equipment e.g. desktop computers and laptops are still required to deal
with the expected volume of work and field activities. The FIRRI requires' more
evenly spread out equipment and a better organised data centre than what exists.
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1.9.4 General Recommendations:
• Data resources in the implementing institutions are still scattered and need to
be continually consolidated and put in standard formats for the databases.
• Implementing Institutions have inadequate number of personnel in the area of
Information Management Recruitment and training are needed urgently in
Data Management and Library Management
• Basic communication tools like telephone, faxes and Internet should be
upgraded and placed at the convenience of institutions as soon as possible
Essential desktop publishing facilities are also required
• Provision of laptops for heads of Database and Information units should be
considered urgently. Presently all units lack this facility
• Collaborating institutions need to be sensitized/trained and where possible
provided with computer facilities in order to realise the linkage outputs.
,
• Computer hardware in institutions is not strictly dedicated to database
management as such. Better equipment are need to be put in place for the
planned Databases.
• Information resources and consultancies or other technical help presently
available in the region should be utilized to inventorise the fisheries libraries
and computerise the bibliographies.
• Funding for data collection in the departments and institutions should be
availed on a more consistent basis in order to generate required data. All
projects in the region should be made to recognise that data is vital for their
survival and therefore must support the ground field enumerators and
collectors in the field as well as data entry.
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SECTION 2
2. TOOLS REQUIRED FOR THE SETTING UP OF THE LAKE VICTORIA
FISHERIES DATA6ASE
2.1 Introduction
The process of developing the Lake Victoria Fisheries Database will involve
analyses of the type of data that will constitute the database, an analysis of the user
requirements, creation of data structures, data tables and programming of the engine
that will manage the various structures of the database. The collection of raw data
and entry can be initiated once the data entities have been defined.
The hardware and software tools that are required in the establishment of the
database will range in accordance with the processes from data preparation,
processing and use of the data once the database IS complete and handed to the
user.
2.2 Data Collection and Processing
The preparation of data for the database will vary from country to country. In many
cases the data may not be readily available and may require the undertaking of an
effort to collect the data from the field or from the archives. Additionally the data may
be in a format that is non-standard, or may necessitate some interpretation or
statistical analyses. It may be that the available data is incomplete or inadequate or
simply out of date and irrelevant.
The form in which the data is available or that in which it is required may vary as
some will be in textual format or as a picture or as a graphic form; each form will
require different kinds of equipment and software to facilitate capture into the
computer. Broadly, therefore, the tools required for data collection and processing
will fall into the categories of Data Entry, Statistical Analyses, Graphical Capture and
Manipulation, and Retrieval.
2.3 Basic Tools for Data Collection and Processing
The following are suggested options for ready made basic tools for data/information
collection and processing. The options are provided because they are each equal to
the stated task and have a good degree of compatibility to enable transfer of data
from one software to another.





MS Excel, Lotus Smartsuite, MS Access
MS Word, Word perfect, Pagemaker
SAS, SPSS, Genstat
Adobe PhotoShop, Corel draw
CDS, ISIS, Reference Manager
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2.4 The Database
The choice of the database management software will depend on such factors as the
size and complexity of the database, functionality of the database, the type and
power of host environment whether It is a stand-alone, Local Area Network, Wide
Area Network, Intranet or extranet
2.5 Database Development Software
A database software is designed to be hosted in a specific environment that is
common to the majority of users. The environment that is most common is the
single user environment. There may also be requirements of multi-user such as
LAN,WAN and Intranets.
The users of a database may need to download data for processing or publication
and this should be possible within the database. Additionally, software to handle
such downloaded data will be required. Examples of such software are MS Word,
Wordperfect, MS Excel, Lotus, MS Access, Adobe Photoshop, SAS, SPSS and
Freelance.
Different types of software are used for database development. They are Relational
Database Management software and Programming software.
2.5.1 Relatio/lal IJatabase MU/lageme/lt Software (IWHMS)
These are software that have built in data structures and will make the creation and
programming of a database an easier task to achieve. Examples are Oracle,
Microsoft Access, Filemaker, FoxPro, Codebase, Dbase and Xbase.
2.5.2 Programmi/lg Software
These are software that are specifically for application software development and
have no built in data structures such as is the case with the Relational Databases
Management Software (RDBMS). Examples are C++, Visual Basic and Clipper. For
web publishing, Oracle, Web DB and Codebase can be used.
2.5.3 Other Software
The following Software are also required by some of the institutions: Windows NT,
Unix software, Netscape, MS outlook, HTML, Frontpage, Acrobat Reader, Norton
antivirus, Dr. Solomon antivirus, Norton Utilities.
2.6 Hardware Requirements
The hardware to be used in managing fisheries data should have minimum
standards and specifications. Additionally, the software should be standardised and
also be able to run on the specified hardware and be able to address the
requirements for input, output and distribution purposes.
The following is a summarised list of hardware equipment that will be required within
each database centre for use in data management.
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• COMPUTER SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Processor: Intel Pentium III Processor or equivalent, 600 mhz
RAM: 128MB SDRAM
Hard drive: 10GB
Monitor: 15" colour monitor
Operating Systems: Windows 98
Floppy drive: 3.5" x 1.44 MB
CD-ROM drive: EIDE 40 X CD-ROM Drive plus a sound card and Read/Write
Modem: Internal FaxlDataNoice Modem 56KBPS
• SMART UN-INTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT _1 KVA
• DOT MATRIX PRINTER:
24 pin printing
Triple quality printing (draft, NLQ, LQ)
Built-in-push feed tractor




Monthly volume 12,000 pages
Memory: 4MB RAM expandable to 50 MB
500 sheets input standard and maximum
110 truetype fonts plus HP FontSmart
One year warranty with HP direct Exchange
• COLOUR LASERJET PRINTER
10 PPM for Black printing
2-3 PPM colour printing
1200 dpi black resolution
1200 dpi colour resolution
Monthly volume 30,000 pages minimum; 2 Paper tray
250 sheets minimum/input capacity; 100 sheets output capacity
Media types:Leller, A3, A4, Executive, legal, tabloid
30MB Memory expandable to 80 with Met
• COLOUR PLOTTER
Media size -36 inch models, Sheets 8.3 to 36-inch wide rolls
Maximum print size 36in x50ft, 36 in x9ft for PostScript output
Print Resolution black: 600 dpi
Printresoiution: colour: 600 dpi on line and 300 dpi color images
4 print cartridges (black, cyan, magenta, yellow)
Media types: Plain paper, vellum, coated and glossy papers and films, and clear and
matte film HP Translucent Bond for black output
Memory: 30MB expandable to 68MB
Centronics, RS 232-C Serial, Ethernet, Local Talk connectivity
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Monthly volume 4 .600 prints (2 x3ft)
• FLAT BED SCANNER A4 SIZE
Resolution: 2400 dpi enhanced and 600 dpi.optical
Scans Colour and Black and white images
Scan speed: Preview - 4 sees
Sharp b/w photo 150 • max. 9 secs.
2.7 Other Hardware
The following additional hardware are required: digital camera, CD writer, high speed
internet connectivity equipment (e.g. router), heavy duty photocopiers, audio visual
and basIc desktop publishing facilities (e.g document binders, guillotines, etc)
2.8 Recommendations
• It is recommended that Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management
institutions should each acquire a minimum of one computer server, four PCs,
four laser printers, four dot matrix printers, one colour printer, one colour
plotter, one color scanner, a CD writer and a ZIP drive. The Regional
Database centre should acquire similar but adequate equipment as well.
•
•
The following software are recommended for each of the database centres:
i) Microsoft Office 2000 Professional edition
ii) Reference Managers
iii) CDS/ISIS
iv) Statistical Analyses Software (SAS/SPSS)
v) Adobe Suite
vi) Corel Suite (Perfect Office)
vii) Dr. Solomon and Norton antivirus
viii) Norton Utilities
ix) Netscape/lnternet Explorer
The equipment and softWare should be procured through local competitive




• The implementing institutions should make an inventory of existing database
facilities and submit their additional requirements to LVEMP for procurement.
• Local Area Network should be installed in each of the database centres to





3. HARMONISED TRACKING SYSTEM FOR THE EXISTING DATABASES
ON LAKE VICTORIA
3.1 Introduction
One of the main weaknesses in Lake Victoria is the lack of an inventory on existing
information on the lake. Currently, the Information exists all over the world in reports,
journals, theses, dissertations etc There is, therefore, a need to institute a system
for tracking existing databases and information on the lake.
Tracking of the existing Lake Victoria databases can be achieved by involving all the
stakeholders within and outside the lake region. This is because information on the
lake that is stored in a structured manner (database) is not well documented. This is
revealed clearly by the findings of the National Working Groups exercise undertaken
in the three riparian countries and the CIDA Interns when building the Legacy
Database for the lake.
The existing situation of the available databases on the Lake is shown in Section
3.10. This is an analysis of the data/information obtained during the visits by the
National Working Groups in the three countries, and the Internet searches by the
CIDA Interns.
To achieve the objectives of the exercise, two systems are suggested:
• A network of stakeholders within and outside the Lake Region to source
information on the existing system, starting with the members of the RTF and the
National Working Groups;
• A database application software for capturing and presenting the sourced
information.
The two systems are basically to track databases, throughout the world, that have
been built on Lake Victoria. Examples of these databases are the TANFIS in
Tanzania, UGASTAT in Uganda, WIOBASE in Kenya. FISHBASE and Lakelink are
some of the databases available internationally.
3.2 Use of a Network of Stakeholders to Track the Database
It is proposed that tracking of theexisting'databasas baa' concerted effort by all the
stakeholders. A network of such stakeholders can be maintained as per the
stakeholders recommendations spelt out in the LVFO Strategic Vision. This can
start with the existing structures in the three implementing institutions,
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I.
The work by the Network of Stakeholders will build on the findings of the National
Working Groups. Searches on the Internet and questionnaires sent out to
institutions will be the basIs of tracking the information. The co-ordination of tracking
the database and the collaling of the findings of the members of the network will be
done at the LVF0 Secretarial
3.3 Proposed Database Application for Tracking the Database
The Application will capture information on existing databases of Lake Victoria,
starting with the Information collected by the LVEMP Regional Task Force on
Database and Information Dissemination as indicated in Section 1. The data to be
captured will be metadata (Ie database of databases) of Lake Victoria. The fact
that it is very expensive and time consuming to collect all the lake's information/data
scattered all over the world and store it at one point, makes a metadata an ideal and
cost effeclive immediate solution. Information captured into the database can be
retrieved by users of the system directly by use of queries and customised reports.
The database will be hosted and maintained at the LVFO Secretariat in Jinja,
Uganda. Initially the LVFO Secretariat will avail the information held in the database
to all stakeholders and the general public through Internet. Eventually the same
information will be put on CD-ROMs, together with the rest of the lake's information,
and distributed to all relevant institutions.
3.4 Usage, Administration and Sustainability of the System
The target users of the Lake Victoria Metadata are researchers, managers, policy
makers and other stakeholders of Lake Victoria. The metadata system will be
administered by the LVFO Secretarial The source of information to be input to the
system will be submitted to the LVFO Secretariat by all parties who hold databases
on the lake. In addition, the National Working Groups on regular basis will prepare
information to be fed into the database and e-mail it to the Secretarial The Internet
searches will be the other source of information to be input into the system. Internet
searches will be a continuous exercise undertaken by all parties involved in the
creation of the lake's databases who will channel their findings to the LVFO
Secretariat. The questionnaire shown in Section 3.8 will be used. It will be
distributed and returned through any of the following media: the Internet (on-line),
email and hard copies.
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3.5 Basic Design Issues of the Metadata System
The first (platinum) version of the system has been designed with the following
features:
• Data EntryNiew Screens
Institutions where the database(s) are held
Database Information/details
• Customised reports and queries
• Menu options for editing screens.
The above features manipulate database tables that are built on the relational modeL
There are two key data sets (database tables): "Institution" and "Database".
Eventually the "Institution" table will be replaced by the "Institutions" table, the one
created for the Lake's "Directories" dataoase as indicated in Section 4.
3.6 Information Stored In the Metadata System





































3.7 Outputs from the Database
• Sample Reports from the Metadata System
• Sample Queries of the Database
• Web pages on the Internet
• Production of pamphlets and brochures
The outputs are for general readership by stakeholders who may have no access to
the information availed in the other modes. Information will be extracted from the
database and put on this mode for distribution to the users.
3.8 Questionnaire to be used for collecting Information on Existing













URL (Website Address) """"'"''''''''''''''''''''''''
Database Details
Database 10 Database Name "" .
Institution 10 Contact Name .
Notes Data Type .
Date Use...... Platforms - OS (Operating System) .
Platform - Database Management Number of Users "'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Frequency of Update........................ Source of Input .
Online Status (Yes/No) Database URL ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
CD-ROMAvailability......... Mailing ListSize/Releases .
Sponsors Fee payable? (Yes/No) .
In-house Developed? (Y/N) '"'''''''''''' Other Information '" .
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3.9 UserGuide
A comprehensive user guide will be wnllen and availed in both soft and hard copies.
The application will also provide context sensitive user tips/help. The same user-
friendly features will be available on the version to be posted to the Internet and the
one to be put on the CD-ROM
3.10 A List of Some of the Existing Lake Victoria Databases
No. Database Name Location Usage
1 TANFIS Fisheries Department, Tanzania Fisheries Information System.
Tanzania Used for capture fisheries management.
2 UGASTAT Fisheries Department, Uganda Fisheries Statistics Database.
Uganda Used for capture fisheries management.
3 WIOLIB KMFRI, Kenya A collection of ASFA abstracts
4 WIODIR KMFRI Kenva A directory of scientists in the region.
S HIDATA Direclorate of Water Acronyms for a Water/environment
Development Uganda database
6 PASGEAR FIRRI. Uganda, TAFIRI. Fisheries data from passive gears
Tanzania
7 A&Q NEMC, Tanzania Library reference system
6 CTC FIRRI. Uganda. TAFIRI- Capture, storage and analysis of
Tanzania, KMFRI • Kenya Carbon dioxide, Temperature and
Depth of the Lake
9 FISHPARM University of Dar-es-salaam, Fisheries Management Model using
Tanzania lenoth-freouenc:y. relationship
10 FISHBASE Various in the Encyclopedia of fish
reg ionlWoridwid e/onli ne,
ICLARM, Malaysia
11 Lakelink On-line, UNEP A web based hyperlink database for
world lakes.
12 Lake Victoria FIRRI - Uganda, TAFIRI- A bibliographical reference, Both for
Reference Tanzania, KMFRI - Kenya, current and legacy material on the lake.
LVFO - Jinja (Uganda),
online - soon
13 World Lakes On-line, International Lake A collection of environmental and socio-
Database Environment Committee economic data of important lakes and
Foundation C1LEC)/UNEP reservoirs around the world
14 LV Metadata LVFO - Jinja (Uganda), A metadata for the lake.
online - soon
3.11 Recommendations
• Establish an information/data tracking network of stakeholders within and
outside the lake region that can track, on continuous basis, existing databases
on the lake as well as other information on the lake.
• Make use of the Email and Internet to search and share information on the
lake.
• To ensure reliability of the connectivity, the implementing institutions should
be facilitated to maintain good connectivity. Mechanisms should also be
developed to ensure uninterrupted connections for data/information transfers.
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SECTION 4
4. PROPOSED DATABASES AND CORE DATA ELEMENTS
4.1 Introduction
The following databases and data elements presented were derived from continuous
efforts by the National Working Groups to collect views and information from variOUS
institutions and experts in the respective databases. These sources were deemed
knowledgeable on Lake Victoria. Moreover, some members of the Task force
provided direct inputs in their areas of specialization, which resulted in the proposed
databases and the core data elements outlined in this section.
The databases,. data sets and the data elements as presented will help the
consultant understand how the databases and data elements will interlink.
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4.2 CAPTURE FISHERIES
















- Uganda (District, County, Sub-
County, Landing)
- Kenya (District, Division, Sub-
Division, Landing)
- Tanzania (Region, District, Village,
Landing)
Location of landing sites (districUvillag€)
Status (temporary/permanent)
Number of transport boats
Number of fishing boats
Type and size of fishing crafts
Mode of Propulsion
Number of fishermen per boat (paid
worker, share the catch)
Boat ownership {number of owners, I
number of boats owned}
80at registration number
Fishing gear type/ Fishing gear size/



















Name of landing sJte
Fishing ground
Fishing depth (Inshore/Offshore, Surlace
sel, Mid or Bottom set)
Weather (Dry, wet, windy)
Boat characteristics
Number of fishing gears
Type of fishing gears
Gear size
Species caught
Quantities caught by species (numbers
and weight)
Value of fish by species (Price In
Shillingslkg)
Measures of effort (number of lamps.
number of fishing boats. number of




































Gnd start - gnd end
Time start ~ time end (hIs)
D,rection (degrees & minutes)
Depth (m)
Warp length (m)




Total weight of all Species caught (kg)
Tolal number of fISh by species
Total length of ondlVldualfISh by speaes (em)
Weight of indIVIdual fish
Gear selectiVIty (Gear type/sae \IS
specie~sl2'ecaught)
F Ishmg ground
4.3 BIOLOGICAL I ECOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
4.3.1 Water Bodies Details
• Name
• Type (River. lake and wetland)
• Location- Latitude, Longitude
• Season
• Water body depth
• Mean temperature
• Climatic data - rainfall and temperature
• Chemical parameters- (ion concentration,
BOD, COD, TOC, DOC)
• Physical parameters (Dissolved Oxygen,
pH, Redox, Chlorophyll, Color, Turbidity,
Odour, Flow (m3/s), Secchi Depth,






• G.ther Fauna e.g. Zooplankton
4.3.3 Fish biology
• Species type




• Gonad maturity state















• Habitat - swampy, muddy, sandy. rocJ<y
4.4 AQUACUL TURf
• Water
• Geographical Location (Bathymetric, Terrain)
• Physical, Chemical and Biological
{Temperature, PH, Nullients}
• cunure Species (Crustacean. Fish. Types 01
Organisms. Amphibians. Cuttlled OrganISm
species)
• Acceptability of Curtured Species by e-lhnc
communities
• Human Resources (Technical Personnel,
Researchers. Extension Workers, Planners)
• Cufture level/Scale (Subsislence.
Commercial)
• Seed Production (Hatchery, OUIdOOl, T)'pe.
Number, Hapas)
• Cuhure SysteniSlTectvlOlogy (Ponds. Cages.
Tank, Aquarian, Endosures)
• Feed Technology (Fertihzers. Nahsal.
Supplementaryl Artificial)
• Production Technology (MonocullA"e.
Polyculture, Integrated)
• Harvesting Tecmology (Partial DrairWlg,
Basket)
• Processing Technology (Smoking. Drying.
Salting)
• Diseases
• Resource Use (Food, Anjmal Feed,
Ornamental, Spotmg)
• Marketing (Social Strudu'eJ Social - CtJllural




• Iderrtifcabon (Na~ of Inst.lhJtIOfl, AdOres:s. I l~,
Type of ll'lSlilution, Contact persoon)
• Demographc (Sex, Age. Marital Slatus., Numbel cd
children, Household size. Educa1tona1level, Numbel of
deaths, Number of dependants, EthNC gtot.lpfl,
Occupahon, Settlements, M.gratton)
• EconomIC (Prices, Savings., Expendnure. Remunerahon,
CadG, Fisil productIon Volume. value, Costs. 01 InpUts.
gear, boats, engines. etc . In",estment cos:ts In
p1oces5olng. Artis.anal, Cons.umptJon, lradt- and
Marketing IF ISh export. Frsillmport. Employment])
• S()C:£CII.
- FISohenesorgamzahon e g Cooperet'~s. nut1\brt
type cre-drl ! saving orgamzatlOnS, r I50herIoill
orgamzatlons. number.lype}
FlShenes InstlhJ1lons (Management, R~.
Educational! Training InstillJltOnS)
- A.niludes and perception ( Re-s.ourC8S5oCaJcfty)
• NutritIon and Heallh ( Health 1.aIGtes-. Dzs.eaw-s.)
• SOCIal amenitIeS (Schoots. WMte-r. Sal'lllaf)' lacStttes.
EJedncAy)
_ Ownership and property rtghts. \ Gears.. lal"lda"lg Softes
etc)
• Gender tSSUes
• Anthropologul (Trad4lonal fIShIng practlCeSo)
• Traditional crafts (use of canoes, spears e I C)
• Taboos and bebefs
• HIStory of settlement (Senled (;.()fTlmunnte$..Migratory
prac1c.es, Ages of the s.etUements)
• EnvJlonmerdal data' Fuel wood cons.umpHon e g l'N
cUllmg. tree p1antrng,Foshmgmol prllCllC<$.Use 01
wetlands e .g_use 01 tenlhzers etc; PolhJbon e.g eftee:b
on the community. fISh etc.; AgrochellllC.-l uses. SocIlO-
economIC impacts on wale-r hyacinth COJ"GroiaetrVCbeS
. (Benefits and losses. Percephons and att.audeS., ImpeCb
of the water hyacinth control actJvtbeS)
• Geographical area covered (This will pCMOe mfttrmllUon
on coverage of the data $lored In the dillabaw)
• locallons of the datasets (e.g on the tnternet, CD-
ROMS, dlSC etc.)





































Type of test - ( Microbiological, Chemical,
Organoleptic)
Fish quality standards - (National.
Regional and international)
Post harvest loses (% at source, % at
transportation, % at marketing, % at







Marketing (local I export)
Distribution
ENVIRONMENT (WATER QUALITY AND
LIMNOLOGY)
Type of sample: liver, lake, Effluent








(Color, Turbidity, Odour, Secchi depth,
Clarity, TSS, TDS, Temperature,
Conductivity, Pesticides, PH, Oxygen,
Nutrients:N, P and Si, Conductivity,
Redox potential, Alkalinity:COl and
HCOi, Hydrogen sulphide)
• Micral Macro organisms (E-coIi, Faecol
califorms, AlQae:primary productivity,
Phytotoxins, Salmonella, Vibrio, a.o.
indicator species (Chironomids)
• Effluents (Heavy metals:Cd, Pb, Cr6-,
Methyl mercury, Zn, Mn. Ni and Cu;
COD. BOD, Heavy metals, Alkalinrty)
• Climatic data (Temperature, Humtdlty,
Wind speed, Wind direction)





• Location (name, GPS position)
• ClimatIC data of .ampllng alea (R"lnfab, HumJdrty.
Temperature)
• Estimated SoLZeof wetlands
Ecological
• Type of wetlands (Flood plainS, La~e ~hore,
Riverine, Perennial, Seas-onal)
• Dominant plant species
• Major animal Species









• F eedtng paner.ns
• Gonad slale
• Feeding habits
• Quantlly of catches by s.peCies.
Hydrological
• Water (Depth, PhYSical parameters, CheJ'ntcal
parameters)
• Climate (Humic subs..tances, Drganac carbon,





• - Cultural practlces
4.9 RIVERINE FISHERIES 4.10 MUSEUM RECORDS 4.12 DIRECTORIES
River details 0 Museum location institutions
0 Name of the river 0 Type of Holdings 0 Name of institution
0 Source of river 0 Common Names 0 Head of lnstJtullon
0 Station number 0 local Names . Addr••••.
Locai'ion - longitude/latitude/regionsJdistricts0 0 Class 0 Tdephone Number
0 .Seasonality 0 family 0 Fa.
0 Wa1e:r quality parameters (Chemical, physical and 0 General 0 E.ma.
biological) . Species . Web Page
0 Climatic data - rainfaliltemperalure . Scientist that rust identrt,ed the Speci'nen 0 Contad Person
0 Waler depth 0 Place of Collection . T~-peo1lnsJllutlon (Govemment, NGO. CaD. )
0 Water flow rate 0 Dale of Collection 0 Roie of Instllutlon
0 Volume of waler discharge 0 Name of Sources . Actrvibes
0 SedirJ:lenl load 0 Manner of preservation . NLm"lber of key persons. Any other Record Parameters 0 lnsUhJl:ton affiliations
Details on fish . Archive details . Specialized equIPment
0 Species type 0 Graphical represenlation Personnel del.ails
• Sex 0 Melhod of Cofleclion 0 Name.'
• Weight 0 Title
0 Size 0 PoSition
Gonad state 4.11 BIBLIOGRAPHIES
. Ema~ Address•
Seasonality of breeding . Document Type (JOlXnal. Book. conference Paper) 0 Madng Address•
0 Title 0 AJeas of interesl• Feeding habits 0 lnstillJle AfflllatlOn
0 Aulhor(s) (e.g. Corporate. coBedwe)• Stomach contents Telephone0 Author Affiliation or Contacl Address 0
• Species diversity 0 Year of Publication . F••
• Species density 0 Ednor(s) 0 OualiflCattons
0 Special reproduction characteristics! 0 Keywords (Subject, taxonomic, geograptU::af) 0 Publications
behaviour e.g. anadromaus fishes 0 Abstract Projects
• Times of spawning 0 Journal Title
. Name
Nesting areas 0 Series Title
0 Funding agency
• . Proceedings Tille 0 Prqecl coordrna1or• Habitat ego vegetation, soil, water quality etc . . Issue 0 Address of pro,teel• Sportfishing (Facilities, Areas, Number of Volume . Co-ordlOatlng instllubon0
sport fishermen)
0 Number of Pages 0 local host institutiOns, 0 Start Page 0 Duration of projed
0 End Page 0 Pubhcations.
0 Publisher Specialized Equipment
0 Publisher location
0 Equipment Name
0 ISSNnSBN 0 Name o1lnstrtUllon
0 Availabilny (Address 01tibraly) • Contad person
0 Library location (Can Number) • Hired, YIN?
• Any other information
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SECTION 5
5 DATACOLLECTION FORMATS, REPORTS, TERMINOLOGY AND
PROCEDURES
5.1 Data Collection Formats
There are some data collection formats that have been harmonised already at the
regional level. The working groups of EU-LVFRP have held regional harmonisation
workshops and managed to harmonise their data collection formats. The Fisheries
Data Working Group (FIDAWOG) has harmanised formats for collecting stock
assessment and catch assessment data. For acoustic surveys a smaller group
working with such data has harmonised the formats. The Limnological Data Working
Group (L1DAWOG) has harmonised its data collection format for water quality
parameters using the CTD equipment. Some of the more specific studies carried out
by Limnology students under the Project have their own data collection formats.
Likewise Socia-economic Data Working Group (SEDAWOG) has come up with
harmonised questionnaires for collecting data for different studies. Aquaculture have
also gone a long distance in the harmonisation of their reporting formats.
Another regional effort that needs to be acknowledged here is on the frame survey
format. This was initiated by EU-LVFRP for the purpose of harmonising the forms
and procedure for data collection in frame surveys. The format was produced but
unfortunately the whole exercise could not be successful for some logistical reasons.
There is need to repeat the exercise in a better way as soon as possible. However,
in a more recent effort the formats for frame surveys was made in the EU-LVFRP's
attempt, to establish a Lake Victoria Database. In that attempt a structure of the
frame survey database was proposed with inputs from Fisheries Departments of the
three countries.
5.2 Harmonisation of Terminologies
Some achievement has been made in respect of the initiatives taken by EU-LVFRP
to put in place a database for Lake Victoria Fisheries. In spite of the fact that the
database is still in rudimentary stages of designing, a lot of terminology has been
compiled from different sources in the region and harmonised in that database.
Names of places, facilities, fish species etc. have been brought into that database in
such a format that they are largely agreeable regionally.
However, most of the data collection formats, reporting formats, terminologies and
procedures currently in use (Appendix V) have not yet been harmonised. at the
regional level. In the three countries some data are being collected and stored
differently despite their similarity in nature and use. For technical reasons the RTF
found that it would be most appropriate for all these to be harmonised by the relevant
personnel. It is, therefore; necessary that the concerned sub-components of LVEMP
and other relevant institutions/projects with data on the proposed eleven databases
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from the three countnes meet and come up with harmonised formats for collection
and terminologies used In the proposed databases.
Since the data sets for the eleven databases have been identified (Section 4), the
data collection reporting formals and the pertinent terminologies to be regionally
used should be decided upon by lhe relevant personnel. It is therefore, further
recommended that if need arises, lhe final formats be made in another
harmonisation workshop Immediately after the RTF has submitted its report. These
activities need to follow each other closely to ensure that the designing consultant of
the proposed databases will have all the required inputs from the users at the right
time.
It is worth noting that data collection formats, reporting formats and terminologies
which seem to be most difficult to harmonise are those of aquaculture, post harvest
fisheries, wetland fisheries, enVIronment, riverine fisheries, Socio-economics and
museum records. This is due to the fact that most of the studies carried out on these
areas in the region vary widely.
5.3 Functionalities and Features
The proposed database should be designed in such a way that once data is entered
the desired outputs can be produced from within the application using appropriate
queries. Manual data analysis should be avoided.
The structure of the Database should be such that it can be used at different levels in
a compatible manner. Thus, the user who keys in raw data will be able to enter data
directly with screen features that are as closely similar to what will be on the data
collection forms as possible.
At a higher level the Database should have analytical features in-built in terms of
predefined queries so the user will be able to produce desired outputs expected from
the kind of input data. This will be achieved by close collaboration between the
designer and the users of the database, initially, the Implementing institutions.
The highest level of the Database is the one to be put at the LVFO in Jinja. It should
be made in such a way that data inputs from the National Database centres are in
compatible format. A feature that will make it prompt for updating should be
considered.
It has to be born in mind that the data \0 be put on the database will include some
features which need to be under restricted circulation for various reasons e.g. data



























theses/dissertations not submitted yet etc. Thus, the proposed Database should
have security features for controlling accessibility of data. This has to be worked
carefully by the designer In collaboration with the users for the purpose of identifying
and categorising the data into those which will be freely accessible and those which
are not. .
5.4 Procedures
Similar data should be collected In a similar manner (similar formats) and, as far as
possible, in agreed locations and lime. This is especially necessary for the
information that depends on when and where the information refers to. As such,
comparability of the data regionally will be more reliable and useful.
Raw data should be entered directly into the designed database application with all
details as in the data collection forms. The agreed formats should be given a higher
priority than the use of spread sheets for data entry and storage.
Data will be passed on to the national database centres for further processing,
storage and feeding into the regional database at the LVFO. This process should be
in accordance with the agreed upon modalities of data sharing (Section 6) as well as
the proposed mechanism and time for the database updating (Section 7).
To ensure the recommended procedures are smoothly followed, some issues on the
personnel handling the Database need to be addressed. Most of the personnel
involved in data handling in the three countries have different backgrounds in terms
of their knowledge on database management applications. This calls for re-
orientation of the personnel so as to be able to work on the harmonised proposed
Database. Thus t~lere is need to look into capacity building in the field of data
management since there is lack of proficiency. The consultant who will develop the
database will assist in identifying further training requirements needed and train the
staff. It will be essential for key fisheries agencies in each country to have a Systems




6,1. j Dala Sharl"g I'o/tcle.v 11/ Uga"da
Fisheries Resources Department is a Government agency under the Public Service,
Officers recruited to this department take the OffiCials Secrets Act which makes it
criminal and punishable' by iinpnsonment for one to divulge information to any
unauthorised person The Standing policy here is that any information which comes
into the possession of the Officer in the course of his or her service shall not be
communicated to anyone, except in a normal course of duty to authorised persons,
International Organizations have agreements with the Uganda Government to
request for information by letter and or by questionnaires through the Responsible,
Officer. In case of the Fisheries Resources Department, this would be through the
Commissioner for Fisheries. The Responsible Officer can then delegate the
authority to an Officer directly to provide the required information.
Information to the public including local NGO's; for both of these categories, the
guidelines are the Public Service Standing Orders, Inquiry is sent to the Permanent
Secretary of the Ministry spelling out the type of information required, If the
Permanent Secretary is in agreement, the letter is sent to the Head of Department
who directs that such data should be given to the end user,
The Fisheries Research Institute's information sharing policies are not clear.
However, the information is onlY accessible through publications, pamphlets and
bulletins.
6.2.-1 Lake Vi,'loria Fisheries ()rgallizalioll
The Convention establishing the LVFO provides for data sharing amongst the key
players in the Lake Victoria fisheries, These are contained in the various Articles of
the Convention which include:
Article II 3 (g)
"Serve as a clearing-house and data bank for information on Lake Victoria fisheries
and promote the dissemination of information, without prejudice to industrial property
rights, by any appropriate form of publication".
Article IX 6 (d)
"Develop and recommend common, harmonized and standardized data collection
and statistical methods for biological, social, economic and environmental data,
including the cross-calibration of scientific instruments and provide close supervision
'of their collection and compilation",
Article XIII 5
"Each Contracting Party shall provide the Organization with access to all laws,
regulations and all documents, data and reports, pertaining to fish landings, stock'
assessments, living resources of Lake Victoria or any other matter which is the
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subject of resource management and utilization, and research pursuant to Article
11.2,subject to reasonable and practical requirements"
6.3 Issues arising out of .the above mentioned status In data sharing
policies:
• The RTF noted that there was going to be an increased necessity for clear
Data Sharing Policies and modalities if the 11 proposed databases were to
hold the data needed by the stakeholders. Efforts in determining and
designing these databases could only be considered successful if the
databases were regularly updated with data from the various sources
Constraints noted other than those listed above include political,
organisational and personal barriers to data exchange and these need to be
overcome. Legitimate concerns on the issues of data exchange such as
intellectual property rights, copyright abuse or inappropriate application of
data also need to be addressed. These noted "loop holes" call for modalities
for facilitating data exchange among the key institutions between countries,
within the three counlriesand other stakeholders.
• It was noted that policies regarding all aspects of management including
information are handled at Ministerial level and that the various issues raised
by each country regarding data and information sharing e.g. Official Secrets
Acts which exist in each of the three countries' Government Departments and
Institutions, were beyond those that the RTF could discuss. The RTF had
however only been mandated to make recommendations on data and
Information sharing modalities on Fisheries data needed by the 11 databases.
6.4 Recommendations
The following are therefore recommendations on the modalities of data and
information sharing:
• It is recommended that a high level committee composed of policy makers,
administrators and scientists be initiated to review the Regional and National
policies on data exchange on Lake Victoria Fisheries. The committee would
recommend a policy on data exchange, come up with mutually agreed data
exchange standards and a framework of guidelines and procedures for data
exchange between institutions and countries. The LVFO would take the
initiative to effect the above recommendations.
• It is recommended that National Data Centres be established within the
Fisheries Departments/Division and Fisheries Research Institutes. Further,
the centres should ideally be located close to the source of data (i.e. around
Lake Victoria) so as to minimise data transfer costs and interruptions. These
National Data Centres need strengthening in the fields of data management to
cater for the management information of the Fisheries and also for the
National and Regional Fisheries Databases.
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• It is thus necessary for the key players that collect or have dala on the eleven
agreed databases on Lake Victona Fisheries, undertake agreements that are
agreed upon as "Protocols/Modalities of Operations' for the establishment
and management of databases in which it is noted that the Fisheries
Research Institutes have the mandate of managing the National Fisheries
Databases and that the other key players will provide the data for these
databases. These Protocols or undertakings could take any form and they are
mainly in place to ensure that the affected parties honour their obligations to
transfer and manage data. The undertakings would also include agreed
formats that the data would be transmitted to the research institutions, the
channels of transmission and the frequency.
• It is noted that as the database IS an electronic one, for those accessing the
information on-line, security measures like password protections can be
instituted to allow for the administrators of the systems to determine that it is
the appropriate stakeholders that can access the information in the databases
on-line.
• It is also deSirable that the Fisheries Research Institutions should have
Protocols with the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization to transmit data from
the National Databases to the Regional one. This would help in ensuring
timely and accurate information on the overall Lake Victoria Fisheries. The
LVFO would put in place mechanisms to regularly update all key players and
other stakeholders on pertinent issues of the maintenance of the Lake Victoria
Fisheries Database ego non compliance of some Institutions, lack of data in
some areas, etc. The onus remains on the LVFO after it receives the data
updates to ensure harmonised, appropriate and timely dissemination of
information on the Fisheries and this should also be clearly spelt out.
• Other projects and institutions that are working on the collection,
establishment and dissemination of information should also be drawn into the
"web" of these formal undertakings or Protocols to ensure that information
. collected on Lake Victoria's Fisheries is comprehensive, consistent and stored
finally with one central repository for ease of consistent dissemination.
Special acknowledgements of the efforts of the various Projects should be
made during the dissemination of the information.
A dummy agreement is attached showing some of the issues that could be
mentioned in the "Modalities/Protocol of Operations ".
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6.5 PROTOCOLS OF OPERATIONS
BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES; MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE. ANIMAL
INDUSTRY AND FISHERIES (MAAIF) AND THE FISHERIES RESOURCES RESEARCH
INSTITUTE (FIRRI) OF THE NATIONAl, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANISATION (NARO)
WHEREAS the Fisheries Resources Research Institute (FIRRI) is desirous of obtaining dala on
Capture Fisheries at Lake Victoria tram the Fisheries Department as part of the mandate for
maintaining the Fisheries Database.
NOTING that FIRRI is constrained from implemenllng this programme by lack of up to dale and
relevant data on Capture Fisheries at Lake Victoria.
GIVEN that the Fisheries Department of MAAIF (FIRRI) has the suitable capacity and personnel to
collect. and is collecting this data on Capture Fisheries and is Willing to avait it to FIRRI.
AND CONSIDERING that the Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management programmes are both
Government of Uganda programmes all aimed at conserving the lake ecosystem and promoting
sustainable utilisation at the tisheries and water resources at Lake Victoria.
NOW THEREFORE the two parties agree to a data sharing arrangement on
the following terms:
1. That Fisheries Depal1ment sl1all make available to FIRRI data tor Capture Fisheries at the
following Intervals: Bi. annually for Frame Surveys. monthly tor Catch Assessment and
quarterly for Stock Assessment. The detailed time schedule tor the provision of data In the
mutually agreed tormats sl1all be as provided as an Appendix.
2. That Fisheries Depal1ment through the Fisheries Management Component of LVEMP shall
meet all operational costs tor the collecting of the data from their side and Fisheries Research
Component shall also meet the costs for collecting and compiling all the data for Capture
Fisheries. The costs per trip for each session to update the database shall be as provided in
an Appendix.





Ministry of Agriculture Animal
Industry and Fisheries
In the presence of .
National Executive Secretary












7 MECHANISM AND TIME FRAME FOR REGULAR UPDATE OF THE
DATABASES
7.1 Introduction
This section covers the proposed procedures for updating the databases. The first
shows the Mechanism and the second the Time Frame for regular update of the
proposed eleven data-sets which are evaluated. Both are proposals that will require
more input from the relevant users of the databases In order to arrive at a more
realistic position
7.2 Mechanism for Regular Update of the Databases
The RTF recognized that it is difficult to have all the data sets updated at the same
intervals given the diverse use and frequency of data collection. It was also noted
that raw data will be continuously Input into the respective databases as building
blocks to the entire database. Therefore, data collection, entry and processing on
day-to-day running of the database system does not constitute an update of the
database. An update of the database Will occur when substantial data has been
input and processed/analysed and ready for use by the decision makers. This is the
point at which the data could also be shared by all the stakeholders, both at the
national and regional levels.
In all the three countries data needs to be updated at harmonised intervals.
Elaborate steps have to be laid down and well documented on how each of the
eleven database updates will be done. The developer of the system will take into
consideration all the requirements needed to effective regular updates.
Once an update has taken place, a version of the databases as at that position will
be used for data presentation, and any secondary analysis such as publishing,
posting to the Internet and putting on the CD-ROMs. This update position will be
held in backups for ease of report generation in future, to reflect the exact position as
at the time of update.
7.3 Time Framefor Regular Update of the Databases
On average, the databases will be built on continuous bases. However, there are
base-line data that will be built once and used as reference data within the rest of the
databases. Such base-line data cut across most of the eleven databases. For
example, locality, GPS, etc to respond to specialised user requirements, some of the
databases are expected to capture and avail information on-line. Such information
will be posted to the Internet as and when required to be on-line. Markets and prices
of the fisheries products are some of the target information to avail on-line.
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7.4 Proposed Time Frame tor Regular Update ot The Eleven Lake Victoria
Fisheries Databases
No. Dataset Name Frequency of Update Remarks
Nallonal Centre Regional Centre1 Capture FIsheries:
Some dala(a)Frame Survey Bi-annuallv Bi-annuallv elements are input(b)Catch Assessmenl Monthly Monthly once and remeln
(C)Stock Assessment Quarteriy Quaneriy stallc




available on-line4 Socia-economics Quaner1y Quar1er1y Some data
elements are input
once and remain
stalic5 Environment Quar1erlv Quar1er1v -dillo-6 Wellands Fisheries Quar1erlv Qu8r1er1v -dillo-7 River1ne Fisheries Quar1erly Quar1er1y -dillo-8 Biolog icaliE cologiea I Quanerly Annually -dillo-Research





• The implementation team(s) to deliberate on and set a realistic time-frame for
regular updating of the databases.
• The designed database management system should have features that will






Assumptions before the Consultancy is put in place
A High level Regional Steering Team should be set up comprising of Directors and
Commissioners of Fishenes Departments, Fisheries Research Institutes, LVFRP,
L VFO and LVEMP Secretariats Implementation Teams should also be set up
Nationally including the Managers, SCientists and Technical people that will be
working on the system This team will work closely with the Consultant during the
various stages of developing and implementing the Database. Data that is intended
to go into the System will have been collected or in the process of being collected.
8.2 Objectives of the Consultancy
• To develop national databases on Lake Victoria Fisheries to be posted at the
Fisheries Research Institutes and a harmonised Regional Database located at
Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation
• To build capacity in management and operations of the database among the
Fisheries Management, Research Institutes and collaborating Institutes.
• To provide features in the database system which facilitate the sharing of data
and information communication.
• To provide a Decision Support System that will give an authoritative Lake
wide position and status of the Lake Victoria Fisheries
8.3 Terms of Reference for the Consultancy
These Terms of Reference have been prepared to guide the preparation of the final
contract document to be signed between the Consultancy and the LVEMP.
1. Study the report of the RTF and any other relevant documents relating to
previous efforts and on Lake Victoria databases and discuss with the relevant
stakeholders to come up with an agreed position and priorities on the
development of a Lake Victoria Fisheries Database.
2. Propose a mechanism for the establishment of National and Regional
databases with regard to, among other relevant features, data collection,
entry, processing, presentation and exchange.
3. Design Data collection formats in agreement with the Users of the eleven
Databases.
4. Propose a Relational Database Management System platform using the user
requirements determined in TOR 1 and noting the existing hardware and
software facilities in the Fisheries Research and Management Departments.
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5, Design the Database Management System according to the agreed proposals
and in close consultation with the'stakeholdersl representatives,
6, Conduct a demonstration of a Prototype of the Database System to the
Managers and operators of the system and Incorporate any agreed changes,
7 Train users in working operations of the System and Administrators in System
maintenance and management.
8, Migrate data from' approved existing database systems into the Fisheries
Database
9. Install the Database Systemat agreed locations and test it with real data sets,
8.4 Outputs of the Consultancy
1, A Concept document on the agreed Lake Victoria Fisheries Database
Management System,
2, A Functional Specification Document of the National and Regional Database
Management System,
3, A System Design Document and Manual.
4, A Prototype of the Database Management Systemwith System Guide,
5, User Training Plan and User Manuals,
6, Systems Administrator Training Plan and Systems Technical Manuals,
7, Data Migration Document
8, Installation and Testing Plan
9, Entire source code of the system,
10, Complete documentation of the Whole System,
11, Up and running System
12, Trained Users and SystemsManagers to proficient levels,
13, Data Collection formats for each olthe eleven Databases
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n of Implementalion Team of the Lake I
Victoria Fisheries Dalabase who in essence will be tile
national implementing tcam and a regional
iJllDlemenline. team
Identificalion and hiring of a consultant wilh lhe help
of the Implementation Team
Discussion on the way forward for the Consultant with
the stakeholders
Procurement Of equipment and ha,"ing all aYailable
facilities confonn to tile required standards of National
databases that feed into re£ional dalabases.
Consensus on the National and Regional dalabase
hardware and softW3fC platforms and proposition of
implemenlation plan wilh the stakeholders
Proposition of implemenl31ion mechanism for the
atabase design
" " ana£ement System
Demonstration of the Protolype Database Management
System \
rainin£ of users and database mana£ers
Provide to'Lhe consultant data for migration into the
alabase system . , -
Installation of an up and working database










Regarding the present position, the RTF noted that once the Consultancy has.
been identified and a Contract In the process of being drawn up, the following
issues will need to be addresslld:
• Since the fields of the Databases will be as per the users needs, it will
be proper for the Consultant to design forms together with the Users,
taking into consideration the data entry requirements of the systems as
well;
• An "after sales" clause is included in the contract to ensure that the
Consultancy can support the system and its users even after it is set up
and commissioned;
• The System copy rights are the property of the client once it is handed
over;
• . The Consultancy has the obligation of ensuring that they collect views
and information from other stakeholders and Projects;
• The RTF also noted that the EU-LVFRP was committed to funding the
consultancy on terms as proposed;
• The EU-LVFRP, LVEMP, LVFO and the contracted Consultants should





It is abundantly clear that since 1927 when Michael Graham carried out the first
survey of Lake Victoria, a lot of effort and resources have been spent on
generating data on the lake ecosystem and its associated fisheries in the past
years, but without a coherent policy for its handling. Therefore, there has always
remained a regional disharmony in identification of data resources, their
programming and management for the benefit of all stakeholders.
Building stones for the eleven priority databases exist in national institutions.
The stage that has been set by the RTF provides an opportunity for the
stakeholders to expect reliable and timely information Lake Victoria fisheries.
There is need to remain aware that the region needs to develop capacity in
information gathering, processing and dissemination. Noted is a critical need in
recruitment and training of database management personnel to proficient levels
and work out a mechanism of keeping them at their jobs.
It need not be over emphasized that data collection is expensive in time and
space. Financing projects and riparian governments should be prepared to inject
more money into training, data collection, processing and dissemination.
There is an urgent need to put in place modalities governing data and information
sharing across the borders and between the key institutions holding fisheries and
fisheries related data. The current policies are either not clear or too restrictive in
the accessibility of the data holdings within the region.
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Composition of the Regional Task Force on the Lake Victoria Fisheries
Database
1. Mr. Arnold Omondi - Fisheries Department - Nairobi
2. Ms Edna Waithaka - KMFRI - Kisumu
3. Mr. Francis Oguya • LVEMP Secretariat. Nairobi
4. Mr. H. Mrosso/Mr. R. Kayanda - TAFIRI - Mwanza
5. Ms Eronica Lyimo - Fisheries Division - Dar
6. Mr. Gabriel Kang'oha - LVEMP Secretariat - Dar
.7. Mr. Dr. John Balirwa • FIRRI - Jinja
8. Mr. Jackson Wadanya • Fisheries Resources - Entebbe
9. Mr. J. Kanyamunyu/Mr. R. Orama -LVEMP Secretariat- Entebbe
10. Mr. Jacob M. Ikilenya - LVFO Secretariat - Jinja
11. rvlr.Martin van der Knaap • LVFRP Secretariat - Jinja
APPENDIX II
Terms of Reference for the Regional Task Force on Fisheries Database
1. Assess the status of the terms of reference in the implementing institution.
2. Assess the facilities available in these institutions and propose ways of
improving them and measures to avail the basic requirements.
3. Propose a harmonized system of inventorying existing databases on Lake
Victoria.
4. Identify and recommend tools required for the setting up of the databases for
Lake Victoria Including Operating Systems platforms; Database
Management Applications; Hardware platforms, Communication protocols.
,
5. Assess personnel status, identify gaps and make recommendations for
personnel improvements and training requirements.
6. Identify and prioritize in collaboration with relevant technical personnel core
data sets and data elements.
7. Standardize database structures including compatibility with existing data.
8. Standardize data collection formats, reports, terminology and procedures.
9. Propose modalities of data! information sharing among the various
components, institutes and departments.
10. Propose how other institutions! organizations! implementing Projects on
Lake Victoria can link and collaborate in Data and Information sharing.
11. Propose a mechanism and a time frame for regular update of the databases.
12. Propose an implementation plan and time frame for initiation of the process
of harmonizing the databases.
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APPENDIX III
Timetable for the activIties of the ReQlonal Task Force on Fishenes Database
TIMETABLE OF THE ACTIVITIES FOR THE REGIONAL FISHERIES DATABASE TASK FORCE
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1999
1st- :f"
(3 days) Kisumu meeting (Regional Task Force)
Launch of Task Force and begin discussions.
6th September. 8th October
(7 days) National Working Groups
Field visits to assess Data
status, personnel and facilities
available in the Implementing Agencies. Tabulation of all




(3 days) Mwanza meeting (Regional Task Force)
1. Discuss the Reports of the countries
Data, personel, facilities.
2. Discuss the tools available and those
needed for the development and Management
of these databases
3. Determine which Databases will be designed and
Implemented and their structures
NOVEMBER 1999
10th _14th
(5 days) (National Working Groups)
1. Field Visrts to collect and compile Reports on Key
Players and the activities they are undertaking in the
Development and Management of Databases
2. Compile Reports on issues of Data sharing policies
between the above Institutions and the Fisheries
Implementing Agencies.
3. MISO's visit and verify details of the tools and facilities
available at Implementing Agencies and match them with
recommendations gwen in the Mwanza meeting
4_Ascertain details of data elements in the 12 data bases
recommended in Mwanza.
2z"d.26th
(5 days) Entebbe Meeting (Regional Task Force)
1. Discuss the roles and activities of Key Players in the Lake
Victoria Fisheries.
2. Discuss the existing Data sharing policies between the
Implementing Agencies and other Institutions_
3. Discuss the "expanded"' data elements collected.
4. Discuss the MISO's Report on Facilities and Personnel
5. Discuss the appropriate Oata collection formats
and make recommendations on the way forward.
6. Have Demonstrations of various applications e.g
RECOSIX by LVFO, Reference Manager, Ica etc
7. Workshoo Plannina
DECEMBER 1999/JANUARY 2000
13th - 1!fh DECEMBER 1999
(3 days) Kisumu meeting (Regional Task Force)
1.Workshop planning
2. Review Reports and Minutes
of PrevIous Meetings
3 CompIlatIon of Final Report to
be presented to the Workshop
!fh. 8th JANUARY 2000
(4 days) Dar..,.;-salaam (Regional Workshop)
1 Presentalton of Task Force Reports
2 Oellberaltons of Report by partICIpants
3 Frnal Report Preparation ,ncorporatmg.changes
from the Workshop
(1 day) Dar-es-salaam (Regional Task Force)
1 Presentation of Report
2. Discussion of the way Forward WIth the
NES's Kenya, Uganda and RES
APPENDIX IV
LAKE VICTORIA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT
FISHERIES DATABASE SUB-COMPONENT
ASSESSMENT OF DATA RESOURCES, PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN LVEMP
IMPLEMENTING AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS
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Windows 95 or higher
MS Access 97 or
higher
Required (....-of~) Renw1<s
• InternelIE-mail (lick as appropriate)o InternetlE-mail available
o Web a e available
o
o




LAKE VICTORIA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT
Information and Databaae on Lake Victoria activities
1. Name of institution: ----------------
2. Address of institution: ---------------Telephone & Fax: _
E-mail: --------------------





o Other (please specify): _
4. What activities do you engage in?
i) _
Ii)-----------------------111), -----------------Iv). ~ _
5. Do you collect any data on LakeVictoria fisheries? __ (yin)
6. If yes, what types of data do you collect, (please specify):
7. What means do you use to collect the data?(tick as appropriate)
o Questionnaires
o Desk research (eg. Bibliographies, records, ... )
o Direct observation(e.g. surveys, etc)
o Others, (please specify)






9. What equipment, computer hardware and software facilities do you have within your
organisation:
10. Is the data accessible by (tick as appropriate)
o Your statl




o Others (please specify)
11. II yes, how Is the data accessed? (tick as appropriate)o Your stalt _
o Other nationallnstilutions _
o Non-governmental _
o International organisations _
o Regional Institutions _o Others _
12. Stale your institution's policy as regards data accessibility.
13. Is the policy backed by any legal statute? _
14. II yes, state which _
15. Name 01 Person being interviewed:. _
16. Position in institution: _
17. Recorded by: _
APPENDIX VI
List of members of the National Working Groups in Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda on Fisheries Database.
Kenya 1. Mr. Arnold Omondi - Fisheries Department- Nairobi
2. Ms. Edna Waithaka - KMFRI, Kisumu .
3. Mr. Julius Okeyo Owidi - Fisheries Department - Nairobi
4. Mr. Andrew Asila KMFRI - Kisumu
5. Mr. Wilfred M. Osumo KMFRI - Kisumu
6. Mr. Francis Oguya LVEMP Secretariat- Nairobi
Tanzania 1. Mr. H. D. J. Mrosso - TAFIRI - Mwanza
2. Ms. Eronica Lyimo - Fisheries Division, Dar
3. Mr. K. Shindika - Fisheries Division, Dar
4. Mrs Zubeda I. Kaitira - TAFIRI - Mwanza
5. Ms. Thereza.Mtwale - TAFIRI - Mwanza- - ,,-
6. Mr. Gabriel Kang'oha - LVEMP Secretariat, Dar
Uganda 1. Mr. Dr. John Balirwa - FIRRI - Jinja
2. Mr. Jackson Wadanya - Fisheries Department - Entebbe
3. Mr. J.R. Kamanyi - FIRRI - Jinja
4. Ms. C. Tumwine - FIRRI - Jinja
5. Mr. Julius Kanyamunyu - LVEMP Secretariat - Entebbe
LVFO 1. Mr. J. Ikilenya - LVFO - Jinja
iJ:
APPENDIX VII
List of respondents 10 Ihe questionnaires administered by Ihe NWGs for Regional Task Force on
Fisheries Database.
Kenya: 1. Ms. Pabari Mina IUCN, Nairobi
2. Or. Omondi University of Nairobi
3. Mr. Ongus Raymond Egerton University, Njoro
4. Mrs. C. Mwango Atrican Cenlre tor Technology Studies
5. Or. P. Aloo Obudho Kenyatta University
6, Mr. All Mohammed National Museum of Kenya
7. Mr. Sam Ng'ete KMFRI - RECOSCIX, Mombasa
8. Mr. Mechanla KMFRI . RECOSCIX, Mombasa
9. Mr.Ogalia KMFRI . RECOSCIX, Mombasa
10. Mr. Harlson Oganda KMFRI • KENodc, Mombasa
11. Ms. Pamela Ochleng KMFRI • KENodc, Mombasa
12. Mr. BW. Kavu KWS, Mombasa
13, Mr. Sam Weru KWS, Mombasa
14. Mr. Chamiat Wesike KMFRI, Mombasa
15. Mr. Robert Machooka KMFRI, Kisumu
16. Mr. John Owino OSIENALA, Kisumu
17. Ms. Pamela Obura LBDA, Kisumu
18. Prof. Christine K. Mango Maseno University
19. Mr. James Ogari KMFRI, Kisumu
20. Mr. M. Ogolla Fisheries Department, Kisumu
Tanzania: 1. Mr. R. R. Mapunda Fisheries Division, Dar es Salaam
2. Ms. Ritha Mlay Fisheries Division, Dar es Salaam
3. Mr. Makenya Fisheries Division, Dar es Salaam
4. Mr. H. A. Mhitu TAFIRI, Dar es Salaam
5. Mr. E.F.B. Katunzi TAFIRI, Mwanza
6. Mrs. O.C. Mkumbo TAFIRI, Mwanza
7. Mr. Y.L. Budeba TAFIRI, Mwanza
8. Ms. Modesta Medard TAFIRI, Mwanza
9. Mr. J. Makene Nyegezi Freshwater FTI
10. Mr. Higiro Nyegezi Freshwater FTI
"
11. Mr. T. Komba
12. Mr. K. Rushoke
13. Mr. J. Kayungi
14. Mr. Martin
15. Mr. Y. Mndeme
16, Or. John S, Kasonta
17. Ms. Cecilia D~ugras
16. Mr. G, Mtoka
19, Dr. Y, Mgaya
20. Ms. Magreth Muslba
21. Mr, Balman S. Msuku
22. Mr. Philemon E. Nsinda
Uganda: 1, Mr, Dick Nyeko
2, Mr. Jackson Wadanya
3. Mr. Otuk Raymond
4. Mr. Lwanga Zaake
5. Dr. William Ssali
6. Mr. Philip Borel
7, Or, F'w. Bugenyi
8. Or. T. Twongo
9. Mr. S. Wandera
10. Mr. J. Okaranon
11, Mr. L. Muhoozi
12. Mr. K, Odongkara
13. Or. R. Oguttu-Ohwayo
14. Or. B. Makanga
15. Or. P. Kasoma
16. Prof. P, Nyagangababo
17. Mr. A. Owori
18. Mr. P, Mafabi
19. Mr. C. Kamuturaki




Capacity Building for Environmental
Management (CBEM) Project, Mwanza
Mbegani Fisheries Development Centre,
Tanzania Commission for Science and
Technology,
National Environment Council
National Museums of Tanzania.
Depanment of zoology and Marine Biology,




Fisheries Resources Department, Entebbe
Fisheries Resources Department, Entebbe
Fisheries Resources Department, Entebbe
Fisheries Training Institute. Entebbe
Food Science Research Institute, Kampala








Zoology Department, Makerere University
Institute of Environment, Makerere University






21. Mr. Greg Sibbe
22. Ms. Claire Herbert
23. Ms. Amanda Greenland
24. MsS. Hamza
25. Mr. D. Kibwlka
26. Dr. L. Ndawula





Fisheries Resources Department, Jlnja
FIRRI, Jlnja
Uganda Wetlands Resource Conservation,
Jlnja
28. Mr. P. Mpabulungl NEMA, Kampala
29. Mr. J. Ecaat NEMA, Kampala
30. New England Aquarium Projects Team.
•
